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TAMIL NADU ELECTIONS 2021: PART 1 –
THE DMK, THE ADMK, AND DIFFERENT

SHADES OF POPULISM
 By Tejaswini Vondivillu and Siddharth G

https://nickledanddimed.com/2021/04/26/tamil-nadu-elections-2021-part-1-the-dmk-the-admk-and-different-shades-of-populism/


INDIA’S INTEREST IN
MYANMAR?- STRATEGIC

CONSIDERATIONS OVERRULING
HUMANITARIAN

CONSIDERATIONS
 

This article aims to track India’s
reaction to recent development in

Myanmar by understanding its
interests in Myanmar and strategic
consideration that forced it to deny

refugees from Myanmar. 

CLEANING OUT THE WAR
CHEST- LOOKING INTO THE
ROLE OF CAMPAIGN FUNDS

IN US ELECTIONS
 

US Presidential elections are not
only a lengthy but an expensive

affair. Millions are spent as
campaign funds in this battle for the

white house.

 Legal Studies

By Dikshi Arora and Riya 
Aggarwal 

Economics and Finance

By Advaita Singh 

https://nickledanddimed.com/2020/05/02/cleaning-out-the-war-chest-looking-into-the-role-of-campaign-funds-in-us-elections/


CONSTITUTIONAL
VALIDITY OF BLOOD

DONATION GUIDELINES
 

In the present scenario, where the
requirement of plasma is increasing

rapidly to save the lives of people
suffering from Covid-19, barring the
LGBTQ community from donating
blood and plasma is not helping. 

 Therefore, the guideline that does the
same violates their fundamental rights
provided by the Constitution of India.

FROM CHIPKO TO DISHA RAVI:
ECOFEMINISM AND

INTERSECTIONALITY IN
INDIAN ENVIRONMENTALISM

 
This article tries to unpack the relationship

between gender and environmentalism in India.
While ecofeminism played a vital role in

understanding this relationship, the modern
notion of Indian environmentalism calls for an

intersectional approach that considers the
complexities of the different structures within

Indian society. 

Social Issues

By Sriramya Ghanta

Gender and Society

By Archita Agrawal

https://nickledanddimed.com/2021/04/30/from-chipko-to-disha-ravi-ecofeminism-and-intersectionality-in-indian-environmentalism/


THE INDUSTRIAL GROWTH
OF TAMIL NADU AND THE
POLITICAL COMMITMENT

 
Tamil Nadu has rapidly progressed over

time and now is called the most
industrialized state in the country. This

article explores some of the major
interventions that have contributed to
industrial growth and some glorious
Investment Indexes that reaffirm the

same.
 
 

GENDERCIDE AND GENOCIDE:
A CASE FOR LEGAL

CONSIDERATIONS OF GENDER
 

This article first examines arguments for
why gendercides should be brought into

the legal ambit of genocides, then
responds to possible criticisms and

problems of doing the same. Finally, the
paper examines the legal reality to

ascertain why that is not the case currently
 

Economics and Public Policy

By Gby Atee

By Rishab Chawda

IR Law

https://nickledanddimed.com/2021/05/12/the-industrial-growth-of-tamil-nadu-and-the-political-commitment/
https://nickledanddimed.com/2021/04/27/gendercide-and-genocide-a-case-for-legal-considerations-of-gender/


 Ms. Devyani Srivastava is the head of the police
reforms program at the Commonwealth Human
Rights Initiative, an international non-government
organization headquartered in New Delhi. We aim
to have a conversation around police accountability
and the reforms that are needed to provide more
transparent access to justice. 
 

Unpacking India's Foreign Policy
EPISODE 28

We understand the nuances of India’s foreign
policy trajectory in its neighbourhood with

Sandeep Bharadwaj in this episode. Sandeep is a
doctoral candidate at the History Department of

Ashoka University. He was a foreign policy
researcher at the Centre for Policy Research until

recently. He has co-authored the official history
of the Kargil War for the Government of India.

Interlinked- Podcast Series 
Policing and Police Reforms

EPISODE 27
Speaker – Devyani Srivastava

Interviewer – Diya Narag 

Check us out below for more

Speaker – Sandeep Bharadwaj
Interviewer – Deepanshu Singal
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